
RAILWAYS ACT 1989 - IMPORTANT SECTIONS  

CARRIAGE OF PASSENGERS (Statutory obligations of the Railways):  

Section - 51: Provision for case in which ticket is issued for class or train not having 

accommodation for additional passengers  

When a ticket is issued it is deemed that accommodation is available in the class of carriage  

and train for which the ticket is issued.  

If no accommodation is available in the class of carriage for which a ticket is issued and the 

passenger travels in lower class, he shall on returning the tickets be entitled to a refund.  

Section – 53: Prohibition against transfer of certain tickets  

A ticket issued in the name of a person, shall not be transferred to another person.  

Mutual transfer of seat / berth by passengers travelling by the same train is permitted. 

However transfer of tickets in certain cases will be permitted by railways.  

Section – 54: Exhibition & surrender of pass / ticket  

Every passenger on demand should exhibit pass / ticket and surrender the pass / ticket on  

completion of journey.  

Section – 55: Prohibition against traveling without pass or ticket  

No person shall enter or remain in carriage without pass or ticket or guard certificate. 

Section – 56: Power to refuse to carry persons suffering from infectious or contagious diseases 

Person suffering from such infectious or contagious diseases shall not enter or remain in any carriage 

in a railway or travel in train without the permission of a railway servant authorized in this behalf. 

Section – 57: Maximum number of passengers for each compartment 

Shall be earmarked and stenciled in each passenger carrying compartment. 

Section -58: Earmarking of compartment for ladies 

A separate compartment shall be earmarked for ladies by every passenger carrying train and  

also required number of berths / seats earmarked for travel of ladies. 
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Penalties and offences: 

Section 137: Fraudulently traveling or attempting to travel without proper ticket or pass. 

Enters or remains in any carriage on a railway or travels in a train in contravention of section 55 or Uses or  
attempts to use a single pass or a single ticket which has already been used on a previous journey, or in the  

case of a return ticket, a half thereof which has already been so used. 

1. He shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 6 months or with a fine which may 
extend to Rs.1000/- or with both. 

2. In absence of adequate reasons such punishment shall not be less than a fine of Rs.500/- 

3. He shall be liable to pay the excess charge also. 
4. The excess charge shall be a sum equal to the fare payable subject to minimum of Rs. 250/- which ever is more. 

5. In default of payment of any fine, shall suffer imprisonment extend up to 6 months. 

Section 138: Levy of excess charge and fare for travelling without proper pass or ticket or beyond 

authorized distance. Being in or having alighted from a train fails or refuses to present for examination or 

to deliver his pass or ticket immediately on a demand being made therefore under section 54 or Travel in a 

train in contravention of the provisions of section 55. 

1. He shall be liable to pay on the demand the excess charge, in addition to the fare. (Either from train starting 

station or from the last ticket checking point which ever is nearer) 

2. The excess charge shall be a sum equal to the fare payable subject to minimum of Rs. 250/- which ever is more. 
3. In default of payment of any fine, shall suffer imprisonment which may extend up to one month but not less 

than 10 days. 

4. Any sum recovered under this section will be paid to railway administration. 

Section 139: Power to remove persons. 

Any person failing or refusing to pay fare and the excess charge referred to in section 138 may be removed by any 

authorized railway servant. He may call to his aid any other person to effect such removal. However, nothing in 
this section precludes a passenger removed from a higher class from continuing his journey in carriage of a class 

for which he holds a pass or ticket. A woman or a child if unaccompanied by a male passenger shall not be 
removed except either at the station from where she commences journey or at a junction station or terminal station 

or at headquarters of a civil district and such removal shall be made only during the day. 
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SENIOR CITIZEN  (Ref.- CC-01 Dt. 07.01.2016) 
As per the current policy of railway travel concession, male senior citizen of the age of 60 years and above, 
women senior citizen of the age of 58 and above are granted 40% and 50% concession respectively in all classes 

of Mail/Express/ Rajdhani/ Shatabdi etc, trains. No proof of age is required at the time of purchasing tickets, 

however, during journey the senior citizen is required to carry prescribed documentary proof issued by any 
Government agency showing their age or date of birth. Whenever any passenger is found travelling in the train on 

the berths booked under Senior Citizen “Quota” by declaration of wrong age depriving the genuine eligible 

passengers he/she should be treated as travelling without ticket and charged accordingly. This is a case where he 

is misusing both “concession” as well as “Quota”.This penalty is suggested as the person is not only cheating on 

fare part but is also getting a confirmed lowerberth on false declaration depriving the eligible passengers of a 

confirmed lower berth. Whenever any passenger is found travelling in the train by declaration of wrong age so as 
to get senior citizen “Concession” only, they should be charged penalty in addition to difference of fare.( between 

full fare and concessional fare) 

Misuse of Military Warrant (Ref.- CC-63 Dt. 28.11.2016) 
Instances of misuse of Military Warrant have been brought to the notice of Railways, where some civilians were 

found travelling on the authority of military warrant. Accordingly, the matter has been reviewed and it has been 

decided that passengers booked on a military warrant should carry their Original Identity Cards issued by the 
Defence departments during their journey. 

Similarly, the family members of the defence officials booked and travelling on warrant should carry their 

Medical Card or Family Identity Card issued by Ministry of Defence failing which they will be considered as 

travelling without ticket and charged accordingly. 

Commercial Circular no. 75/2007  Dt. 21.08.2007 
Difference of fare between the two classes up to the point of detection or the minimum chargeable distance 
whichever is higher along with penalty. Penalty to be levied Will be equal to the charge payable, subject to a 

minimum of Rs. 250/-. In distance restricted trains, the difference of fare paid and the minimum fare payable for 

the first station after the restricted distance where the train has a commercial" halt plus the usual penalty as per 
rules should be levied irrespective of the point of detection. 
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Sleeping Accommodation for Passengers booked in Reserved Class 
Indian Railway announced through commercial Circular no. 60 (31.08.2017) that Railway decided to 

amendment the Policy of sleeping Accommodation in Middle berth of 3-tier Sleeper coaches. Following are 

the details.  
Sleeping accommodation between 22.00 hrs and 06.00 hrs and sitting accommodation for the rest of the 

period is provided for the passengers in the reserved coaches having sleeping accommodation. 
On the side lower berths on which passengers have been booked under Reservation Against Cancellation 

(RAC), during the day time, sitting accommodation is also provided for those booked on the upper berth. 
A person booked on side upper berth will not have any claim of seat on the lower berth between 22.00 hrs 

and 06.00 hrs.  
Passengers are, however request to cooperate with sick, persons with disability and pregnant ladies in case 

they want to sleep beyond permissible time limits. 

Letter no. 2013/TG-I/20/P/PRS Ticket/Pt. (Board clarification about  
Zonal railway may permit booking of ticket even after 30 minutes before scheduled departure of train up to 

a time which can be decided by the railway keeping in view the distance between the charting location and 

the platform. It may, however , be ensured that second/final charts are invariably taken out and 

should reach the on-board ticket checking staff at least 5 minutes before scheduled departure of 

train. In case no transaction take place between first and second charts, a nil report should reach the 

on-board ticket checking staff. 

The ticket checking staff are confirming the RAC passengers when the berths falling vacant due to getting 

down of passengers en-route. But due to new system these berths are also being allotted through internet 

and the on-board staff are not aware of this due to non receipt of supplementary charts. 

After preparation of second reservation charts, on-board ticket checking staff can allot the vacant 

accommodation only up to the next remote location to the passengers holding tickets up to that point. 

They can also allot vacant accommodation becoming available on account of non-turning up of 

passengers in the train. 
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ISSUE OF DUPLICATE TICKET FROM THE STATION (AS ON 1.5.07) 

(1) (i) If the reservation status of the lost, misplaced, torn or mutilated ticket is reserved or RAC and duplicate 

ticket is sought before preparation of reservation chart, the station master shall issue a duplicate ticket in lieu of the 
original ticket on collection of the clerkage charge per passenger. (ii) If duplicate ticket in lieu of a lost or 

misplaced reserved ticket is sought after preparation of reservation chart, it shall be issued on collection of 50% of 

total fare. Duplicate tickets shall not be issued for RAC tickets after preparation of reservation chart. (iii) If 
duplicate ticket in lieu of a torn or mutilated reserved or RAC ticket is sought after preparation of reservation 

chart, it shall be issued on collection of 25% of the total fare. (2) (i) No refund shall be granted in respect of 

charges collected for issuing duplicate tickets except where the lost or misplaced ticket is traced after the issuance 
of a duplicate ticket and presented alongwith the duplicate ticket before departure of the train. The charges 

collected for issuing duplicate ticket shall be refunded after deducting five per cent. thereof subject to a minimum 

deduction of rupees twenty. In case the journey is also not undertaken, the cancellation charges on the original 
ticket shall be determined as provided under Refund rules.(ii) The passenger, who has paid excess charges in train 

on account of his reserved ticket or RAC ticket being lost, misplaced, torn or mutilated, can make an application to 

Chief Commercial Manager (Refunds) of that Railway administration for grant of refund of the charges paid in 
train, who may, if decided, grant refund of the charges realised in the train after retaining the cancellation charges 

at 50% of fare per passenger provided that no one has taken refund earlier on the original ticket. 

ISSUE OF DUPLICATE TICKET IN TRAIN 

As per extant instructions, persons found travelling without proper authority are treated as travelling without ticket 

and are charged fare along with penalty as per the extant rule. This provision is also applicable to passengers who 

have confirmed reservation but are unable to produce the authority for travel including tickets either on account of 

being lost or misplaced. As per rly board letter no. 96/ticket checking/12/4 Dt. 30.08.1996, the matter has been 

reviewed by the board and it has been decided that in respect of those passengers whose names are appearing in 

the chart having confirmed/RAC reservation and are unable to produce travel authority/tickets, they should be 
charged full fare including reservation charges without realising penalty. The appearance of their name in 

reservation charts should be treated as permission to travel by the authorised railway servant. The ticket checking 
staff should, however, exercised care and caution while verifying the genuineness of such passengers and 

preparing the tickets and ensure that full particulars of the passengers are mentioned in the EFT. 
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Ticket Left Behind - RB Commercial Circular no. 52 Dated 19-10-2010 
Amendment to Para 320 of Indian Railways Commercial Manual Vol-I. Ministry of Railways have decided that 
para 320 of 1992's Third Edition of Indian Railways Commercial Manual Vol. I may be revised as per correction 

slip No.23.   Para 320 may be revised as under: 

The following procedure should be adopted when passengers, leave their tickets behind:- 

When passengers, leave their reserved tickets behind, the Station Master concerned, on finding/getting such tickets 
will send a control message through control phone or any other mode of communication, free of charge to the 

nearest convenient station giving the details of the tickets, viz. PNR Number, Train Number, Coach Number, 

Berth/Seat, Class, station from, station to and the name of the passenger/passengers, if known. The Station Master 
of the message sending station will ensure that the message has reached at the desired destination. The Station 

Master of the station to whom the message has been communicated will on receipt and the authority of this 

message, issue a free excess fare ticket to destination and hand it over to the passenger. The Station Master of the 
station, where the left behind tickets are found/made available, will cancel the original tickets and submit the same 

along with his report to the Traffic Accounts Office. A copy of the report should also be sent to the Sr. Divisional 

Commercial Manager/Divisional Commercial Manager. 

Private cash (Ref.- CC-65 Dt. 17.10.2013 & CC-32 Dt. 17.05.2017) 
Staff before taking up duty, Ministry of Railways have decided to increase the monetary ceiling from Rs. 500/- to 

Rs. 750/- for stationary staff and from Rs. 1500/- to Rs. 2,000/- for mobile staff. Ministry of Railways desire that if 

cash is more than the prescribed ceiling, the denominations of the cash and be mentioned in the private cash 
register and such cash should be got verified by  supervisor, failing which DAR action may be initiated. 

VIDE BOARD’S LETTER NO. TCII/2870/88 dated 08.12.1993 
The TTEs should declare their private cash on the reverse of the EFT issued or in case a new EFT book is 

supplied, on the reverse of the front cover page, before commencement of duty, in addition to declaring the same 
at the station as usual. 

Remittance of TTE cash at outstation location - As per Commercial circular 53/2012 Dt. 31.08.2012 

TTE shall deposit the amount realized through EFTs is issued immediately at the station where his/her duty 

schedule terminates. 
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Change of Boarding point - CC no. 17/2019 dt. 15.03.2019 

If accommodation is available from original Boarding Point to change Boarding Point the passenger 

will be provided vacant accommodation without payment of fare. If the accommodation is not 

available the passenger will not be allowed to board the reserve coach in which the accommodation 

was originally booked. If passenger is detected travelling in the train he will be treated as without 

ticket and will be required to pay single fare from original Boarding Point to changed Boarding Point 

along with penalty. 

Booking of reserved ticket by foreign tourists - As per CC no. 54/2017 dt. 24.04.18 
The passengers who have reserved the ticket under this category have to carry the original passport 

with valid visa as identity proof. In case the passenger is not able to show the original passport with 

valid visa, the passenger is treated as without ticket and charged penalty equivalent to 3 times the fare 

of the ticket and if passengers fail to pay the penalty, legal action will be taken against the passenger. 

Realization of excess charge from passengers found travelling in higher class with lower class tickets 

As per CC no. 75/2007 dt. 21.08.2007 - Difference of fare between the two classes up to the point of 

detection or the minimum chargeable distance whichever is higher along with penalty. Penalty to be 

levied will be equal to the charge payable, subject to a minimum of ₹250. In distance restricted Trains 

the difference of fair paid and the minimum fare payable for the first station after the restricted 

distance where the train has a commercial halt plus the usual penalty as per rule should be levied 

irrespective of the point of the detection. 

As per RB letter no. 2016/EnHM/26/01 dt. 16.11.2016 in continuation of commercial circular number 

15 of 2009 dated 23.09.2009 pertaining to provision of bedroll kits to RAC passengers in AC 

classes. The matter has been examined and board has decided that bedroll kits may be provided to 

each RAC passengers in AC classes. 
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Revision of norms of manning of coaches - As per RB letter no. 97/TG-V/13/3 Dt. 18.04.2014

In RAJDHANI, DURONTO & (M/E trains departing before 21.00 hrs). 

IN Upper Class i.e. 1AC,2AC,3AC  One conductor for FIVE coaches 

Lower Class coaches I.e: ACCC, SL, 2S  One TTE for THREE coaches 

M/E Trains departing After 21.00 hrs. 

IN Upper Class i.e. 1AC,2AC,3AC One conductor for THREE coaches in the first leg of     

journey and FIVE coaches in subsequent portion. 

Lower Class coaches I.e: ACCC, SL, 2S One TTE for two coaches during the First Leg of Journey  

and three coaches in subsequent legs of journey. 

In case the number of coaches is odd, the number of TTEs may be rounded off to the next higher integer. 

IRCA Coaching Tariff No. 25 P-I V-III Rule No. 415 
Small birds or animals are not allowed to be carried in air-conditioned classes, but can be carried in other classes. 

Exception -Kittens and puppies. Kittens and puppies shall be allowed to carry on owners risk in basket with the 

permission of station master as per prescribed freight charges in all classes. No consent of fellow passenger shall 

be required in this case. 

(Charges as per existing rules) 

1. When in basket or cage - Chargeable weight will be 20 kg per animal/bird. Freight will be collected at ‘L’ scale. 
Minimum charges will be Rs. 30. 

2. When loose - Chargeable weight will be 40 kg per animal/bird. Freight will be collected at ‘L’ scale. Minimum 

charges will be Rs. 30/-. 

When detected un-booked: 

a. When in basket or cage - Charges will be levied on 20 kg chargeable weight per animal/bird at six times of the 

‘L’ scale upto the point of detection and for onward journey charges will be levied on 20 kg chargeable weight per 
animal/bird at two times of the ‘L’ scale, subject to a minimum of Rs. 50/ per animal/bird. 

b. When loose - Charges will be levied on 40 kg chargeable weight per animal/bird at six times of the ‘L’ scale 

upto the point of detection and for onward journey charges will be levied on 40 kg chargeable weight per 
animal/bird at two times of the ‘L’ scale, subject to a minimum of Rs. 50/- per animal/bird. 
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As per CC no. 06/2019 dt. 07.02.2019 “In passengers interest, it has now been decided to allow 

linkage of two PNRs for connecting journey of both e-ticket and PRS counter tickets or 

combination of both, without giving any telescopic benefit. Hence facilitating rail passengers in case 

of misconnection of train due to late running of first train applicability of rule mentioned above”. 

Granting of permission to the passenger to board the train- As per CC no. 42/2005 

Regarding granting of permission to the passenger to board the trains from  intermediate & 

originating stations respectively, Board desire that passengers approaching the Ticket Checking Staff 

even with IInd class M/E ticket should be allowed to upgrade their tickets in upper class of all M/E 

trains except Rajdhani/Shatabdi Express trains provided  the vacant accommodation is available in 

that class.   

Checking of tickets during Night Time in Reserved Coaches. CC No. 11 of 2017 
Checking staff should be suitably instructed that tickets in reserved coaches should normally be checked 

between 0600 hours and 2200 hours. In case of reserved passengers tickets should be checked  initially after  

passengers board the trains to begin their journey. Bonafide reserved passengers whose tickets have already been 

examined and verified should not be disturbed between 2200 hours and 0600 hours without a valid reason. 

However, since the overall responsibility of  not permitting any unauthorized passenger in the coach lies with the 
ticket checking staff, if any unauthorised passenger is found in the coach, this provision cannot be taken as a plea 

for the same. Checks can also be made between 2200 hours and 0600 hours in the following circumstances:- 

a) In case where train departs from originating station on or after 2200 hours; . 

b) the passengers who .have to perform their journey between 2200 hours and 0600 hours; 

c) where tickets have not been checked after boarding. 

However, care should be taken by the ticket checking staff that the passengers are not be unduly disturbed during 
the night time. 

Reserved coaches can also be checked between 2200 hours and 0600 hours in case Vigilance Department have any 

doubt/have sourced information about some suspicious activity/unauthorized carrying of passengers. It may, 
however, be ensured that it should be done with the least inconvenience to the passengers 
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RTI No. RTI CELL/2010/01008050/CPIO-III Dt.- 26.04.2010 

As per RTI reply by Railway Board 

Question - Reservation against RAC in reserved coach - what are the rules for clearing of RAC for a 

passenger travelling on a reservation against cancellation ticket coach wise or as per TTE? 

Reply by RB - RAC passengers are allotted accommodation, As per priority against vacant berths 

available in that particular coach, after completion of checks by the ticket checking staff manning this 

coach. 

Consultation Fee and Charges for Medicines, Injections, etc. for Medical aid to Passengers.

No.2018/Trans Cell/Health/Consultation Fee   Dt. 06.11.2018 

Ref:  1. NO. Trans Cell/Health/Consultation Fee dated 10.07.2018. 

2. DRM/ALD’s letter no- CT-1/Tkt-Cheeking/Instruction/2018 dated 27.09.2018. 

3. DGM(G)/NCR’s letter no- G/HQ/NCR/SOP-Misc(C)/2018 dated 03.10.2018. 

With reference to DRM/ALD & CMD/NCR’s reference at (2) & (3) and Board’s letter at 

(1) above, Board (MS, MT, FC & CRB) have approved the following: 

1. To issue EFT (Excess Fare Ticket) as a valid receipt for recovery of Consultation Fee from the 

passenger against the medical aid provided when afflicted with sudden illness or injury (other than as 

a result of a railway accident in which case it is duty of the Railway administration to provide free 

medical attendance and treatment facilities), which is Rs 100/- (Rupees one hundred only) per patient 

at present, irrespective of the Grade of the attending Medical Officer. 

2. To issue EFT (Excess Fare Ticket) as a valid receipt for recovery of charges for medicines, 

injections, etc. (as per actual) from the passenger. 
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